Certification of compliance with California DMV junk titles and reporting to NMVTIS.

Dismantler’s Name:
Address:
Contact Info:

______________________ (Dismantler) sells junk vehicles to SA Recycling, a scrap metal facility and it agrees and certifies to SA Recycling that it:

- Is licensed by the California Motor Vehicle Department as a dismantler and its license is current at all that it is selling junk vehicles to a SA Recycling.
- Processes all forms required by the California DMV required to junk the vehicles sold to SA Recycling.
- Has possession and will produce all documents and records required by the DMV to junk vehicles that we sell to SA Recycling.
- Reports all information regarding junk cars sold to a SA to NMVTIS.
- Indemnify and hold harmless SA Recycling for all claims and damages against SA as a result to our failure to comply with the agreements certifications set out above.

Print Name and Title : __________________
Signature : __________________
Date : __________________